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Looking at Ourselves 
 

• our identity arises out of our interactions with other people → we use other people 
as a mirror in which to see ourselves 

• Charles Taylor (philosopher) - “our identity if partly shaped by recognition… often by 
the misrecognition of other, and so a person or group of people can suffer real 
damage, real distortion, if the people or society around them mirror back to them a 
confining or demeaning or contemptible picture of themselves” 

  
Selfie phenomenon 

• new genre of photograph 
• taken by amateurs 
• shared with strangers 
• selfies linked to 3 cultural shifts: 

o shift to online media to determine status - “one’s value and importance in 
the eyes of the world” (Alain de Botton, Status Anxiety cited in Marwick p. 
74) 

o rise of the “attention economy” (MH Goldhaber) - attention is the new 
currency, the scarce resource 

o shift in celebrity culture - “celebrity culture is increasingly populated by 
unexceptional people who have become famous and by stars who have been 
made ordinary” (Joshua Gamson) 

• an epidemic of narcissism? 
• are selfies about seizing the gaze and controlling the self image? 
• are selfies about self branding? the invasion of marketing into private life? 

  
Rise of the Microcelebrity 

• ordinary people using celebrity strategies to build a profile, reach out to 
followers/fans and reveal personal information 

  
 

Looking at Others: Mediating Suffering 

  
• There is often an equivalence between real suffering and the pain of watching 

suffering - people often think about watching suffering as a form of suffering itself 
  
Issues we might consider when looking into the ethics of looking at other people's’ suffering 

• How is looking at suffering different from looking at other bad things? 
o Certain categories of suffering that are good to look at, particularly in history 

of religion, etc. 
▪ Eg. images of saints who were martyred in churches, etc 
▪ Christianity wanting people to think about the suffering of Jesus when 

they look at images of him, increasing chances of salvation for 
Christians 

▪ Images of suffering intended to encourage people towards devotion 


